
From: RSCS
To: NEIMA108 Resource
Subject: Response from "NEIMA Local Community Advisory Board Questionnaire"
Date: Tuesday, September 03, 2019 7:01:24 PM

Below is the result of your feedback form.  It was submitted by

RSCS (gcallen-ext@energysolutions.com) on Tuesday, September 03, 2019 at 19:07:03

through the IP 148.184.182.46

using the form at https://www.nrc.gov/waste/decommissioning/neima-local-comm-advisory-board-
questionnaire.html

and resulted in this email to neima108.resource@nrc.gov

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

related-site: San Onofre Generating Station

cab-question1: San Onofre realized the public needed to hear the facts about what
nuclear power is about.  Many anti-nukes were telling the public
untruthful information.

cab-question2: Our CAB has been in effect for 5 or 6 years.

cab-question3: We meet quarterly.

cab-question4: We have paid chairman and elected officials from the surrounding
communities.

cab-question5: I am not sure.  Elected official are invited and a few nuclear
experts also are on the board.

cab-question6: Not sure, two years?

cab-question7: You last meeting at San Juan you said that a person could be
removed if they were not following the rules. In our CAB meetings
we have allowed certain members to call people liars,and mouth bad
words at them during discussion.  We also need a chance to fact
check and refute mis-statements from the aninuke "experts"

cab-question8: no comment

cab-question9: SCE

cab-question10: The science and engineering the NRC does.  It is credible and is not
bought off.

cab-question11: The CAB can have input.  They are not the decision makers.  They are
not the owners of the company.

cab-question12: They bring good interface to the NRC and public.
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cab-question13: Keeps the current activities in the spot light.

cab-question14: Gives a chance for the public to bring up questions and the owners to
let the public know what it going on.

cab-question15: The protesters have a platform and the spread false statements.

cab-question16: We need to be out there to let the public know that 25 mr/yr will not
hurt them.  Nuclear power should have been given the same tax help as
other green energy and it is the fault of the Federal Govt. for not
having a place for the spent fuel.

nocab-question1:

nocab-question2:

nocab-question3:

nocab-question4:

nocab-question5:

---------------------------------------------------------------------------




